E40d transmission parts

Look at it this way You've made it to this site because you are, at the very least, considering the
possibility of attempting to fix one, right? Well, keep reading and give me a chance to convince
you that you should. Ok, If you don't know what a 10mm socket or feeler guage is maybe this
level of repair isn't for you. But, if you have the ability and tools to safely remove the
transmission from the vehicle and get it onto a workbench, you definitely have an excellent
chance to successfully take apart, repair and reassemble an automatic transmission. In other
words, if you can change out a water pump, do your own brake work and take a transmission
out, you can do surgery on them. All you need now is good instruction and a source of parts
â€” Transmission Bench has you covered! Consider the General Motors 4L60E transmission. He
learned 4L60E transmission repair from training videos and a few manuals in just a few hours.
You can too! Yep, GM wanted it that way! They kept it as simple as possible to work on. In
addition to many other applications, this transmission is used in their truck and SUV type
vehicles. Sales depend in part on keeping a decent reputation in the drivetrain repair
department. In other words, GM understood that these vehicles would be driven for many
hundreds of thousands of miles under tough conditions making transmission repairs inevitable.
The transmission had better be easy to remove and as simple as possible to fix. Parts cost
should be reasonable too. Trust me, this is a great, all around, repair friendly transmission. YOU
can fix them! Is your situation similar You might be the guy with a Chevy pickup missing 3rd
gear. You just don't have that kind of money right now. It's either fix it yourself or walk! You
think to yourself, "Hmm I'm comfortable working on an engine. Ive replaced a radiator and a
starter. As a matter of fact, I'm actually comfortable working on just about anything on a vehicle
as long as I have access to repair information. They seem complicated. It looks like an
impossible to understand rat maze! Let's say you're a sportsman drag racer. You build your
own engines and love it. In fact, you do all the work on the car- except the transmission.
Wouldn't it be nice to know how to rebuild or repair your own transmission! Think of the fast
turnaround and money you could save! It's a shame you can do just about all of the work
yourself, yet never quite get the nerve to venture into the transmission. Are you the person
building a hot rod in your spare time? Maybe it's a long term personal project and you want the
satisfaction of building everything yourself but think assembling a transmission is over your
head. Like the racer, building an engine is no problem, but an automatic transmission? You
really want to do it yourself which, incidentally, is the whole point of your project, but you can't
help thinking: "maybe I should farm the transmission out". Are your circumstances similar? Do
you WANT to fix an automatic transmission? If the answer is YES! Begin by watching the
teardown and reassembly lessons of your transmission model on the video page and decide if
this level of vehicle repair is for you. The overall mission of the videos is to teach anyone, even
someone without prior transmission experience, how to easily disassemble, recognize common
problems and reassemble an automatic transmission. After that, you can shop for a rebuilding
kit and other parts on our store page. Copyright , Transmission Bench, All rights reserved. It's
Not Hard! Learn A Skill! While Ford's 7. The transmission worked well in light duty applications,
but was not well-designed to handle the towing needs of Powerstroke-equipped trucks. Several
aftermarket companies offer everything from upgrade parts to complete heavy duty replacement
transmission to improve upon the factory E4OD. If your E4OD is still functional, then installing a
transmission cooler along with fresh transmission fluid and transmission filter change are the
best ways to improve the life of the transmission. Heat is what kills a transmission, and it can be
compounded by strain from towing or plowing. These simple upgrades can be done without
removal of the transmission. For a vehicle that frequently tows, follow the severe duty
maintenance schedule in your owner's manual to prolong the life of your transmission, along
with adding an external transmission filter to work in conjunction with the internal filter. If you
are willing to remove your E4OD for upgrading purposes, then a pre E4OD will benefit from a
installation of the seven-tooth rear lube style rear output shaft, particularly if the truck runs a
numerically high rear axle ratio. This helps to prevent planetary gear failures due to poor
lubrication. Input shaft replacements with an aftermarket unit will improve strength and shift
quality. Since the E4OD is an electronically controlled transmission, reprogramming the
transmission can provide improved operation and reduce gear hunting by adjusting the line
pressure, torque converter lock-up point. Aftermarket companies offer standalone
user-adjustable programming modules for the E4OD. If your E4OD needs a rebuild, consider an
aftermarket unit from a reputable company. A well-designed aftermarket E4OD will be eliminate
the weaknesses of the factory design and include design elements such as high quality gears,
heavy duty valves, superior clutch packs and ball bearing construction. You can also opt for
aluminum transmission pans to further improve cooling capacity. Many aftermarket units are
priced very close to the cost of a simple rebuild of a E4OD, so be sure to price out replacement
heavy-duty units before committing to a rebuild. Based near Chicago, Sameca Pandova has

been writing since and now contributes to various websites. He is an attorney with experience
in health care, family and criminal prosecution issues. Reprogramming Since the E4OD is an
electronically controlled transmission, reprogramming the transmission can provide improved
operation and reduce gear hunting by adjusting the line pressure, torque converter lock-up
point. Engineered to Last. Customer Service E4OD 7. Your Cost:. Choose A Product Option
Below. Select Year Application 7. If you send a core in first, your fee will be waived. Choose
One:'. Sending core first - waive my core charge and email me mailing instructions so I can get
my core sent in. Email a Friend. We will contact you for this info after you order. Several years
in the making. We can duplicate actual driving and load conditions in a truck, including all
upshifts and downshifts. Benefits: Designed for towing performance. Clutch material designed
to handle extended and elevated temperatures without burning. May We Suggest these Related
Products? What Our Customers Say "Thanks for taking such good care of me on my last order.
You truly are a company that pays attention to it's customers! Stay Updated Join our mailing list
today and be the first to hear all about the latest news, promotions and offers from DieselSite!
Follow Us on Facebook. All rights reserved. Heath Diesel - 6. Prompt and courteous. Thanks so
much. Email Address: Newsletter. DieselSite Dealers. Moroso manufactures parts to make your
vehicle deliver the performance you have been dreaming of, and it has been doing this since
That many years of experience is going to assure quality products, so when you install the right
combination to get the performance you desire, you can rely on them to keep doing what they
do for a long time to come. When you fall in love with your vehicle, it becomes important to
ensure it gets only the right products, so Moroso products are the ones you should be looking
at. Moroso products are aimed at performance and handling, and this is shown by the range of
coil spring sets they offer. With the right coil spring set installed on your vehicle, you can have
it handling almost like a race car, which means bumps are a little less enjoyable but corners are
so much fun you will find yourself taking the back roads just to get more of them. Coil springs
are a relatively low-technology item, and when you combine that with the Moroso quality, you
know they will last. I am very accommodating please contact me for any special requests or for
any questions. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Moroso Transmission Pan 3. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the
seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping,
and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you
ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new
window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. List price:. What does this price mean? You save:. Aluminum Trans. Sign in to
check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not
update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime
Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs
processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer
more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Paterson, NJ, United
States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Estimated between Mon. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or
tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance
and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new
window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored
items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Ford 4R Deep Transmission Pan, Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Search within store. Items On Sale. Performance Auto Parts. With the economy the way it is we
understand how important pricing is. With that in mind you will not lose quality. We offer auto
car and truck parts from nearly manufacturers. These companies are some of the most highly
regarded in the automotive industry today. Our highly skilled staff is ready to answer any of

your questions. Our hours of operation are Monday through Thursday 9am to pm and Friday
from 9am to 4pm. Should you have any question, please message us! We would like to thank
our new and existing customers for their trust and support in our company. If your shipment is
time sensitive please contact us to confirm your items warehouse location. Size Brand and
Location of an item is being shipped to also matters. Please contact us for more details before
ordering. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified
shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping
method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time.
Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment
methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. X Previous image. Why is
this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. About Moroso Moroso manufactures parts to make your vehicle
deliver the performance you have been dreaming of, and it has been doing this since Standard
International Shipping. Standard ATS Built Transmissions are designed for trucks that are used
for light towing, daily driving and stock or slightly modified power levels. ATS transmissions,
for example, all basically start with the same modifications. The difference between a HP
transmission and a 1, HP transmission could often be no more than converting over to a
stronger billet internals A billet Input shaft, Output shaft, Intermediate shaft, Flexplate, along
with upgraded electronics allow there transmissions to withstand greater torsional loads and
absorb the load transfers of power through the transmission, thus increasing reliability. ATS
offers a number of different level packages on their transmissions. Contact one of our Diesel
Experts at for more information! Have peace of mind knowing that you are getting the best price
guaranteed by shopping with XDP. Fitment verification applies to year, make and engine only.
Individual details such as model, trim packages, build dates, and other factory options can
change fitment and must be verified by customer. Help Desk. Contact Us. Shop All. My Account
Access My Garage. View All. USD Truck Freight Item. Part :. FROM Ships directly from the
manufacturer. VIN Number:. Build Date:. Accept a pre-paid shipping label for your core return.
Add To My Build List. Unfortunately, the E4OD can also be found behind many gas powered
trucks as well. This transmission was designed to hold the power, but not the torque that a 7.
The good news is, that we can make the E4OD incredibly strong, reliable, and smooth. The first
thing that needs to be addressed is the clutch packs. These are the connection point for a
transmission when transferring power in the gears. These clutch packs have a great deal of
room for improvement. When we rebuild the transmissions in-house, we replace the overdrive,
intermediate, and forward clutch pack backing plates with machined plates. This allows us to
install an extra clutch in each pack. This gives us more surface area to hold added power or
heavier loads. Being that there is less chance for slipping the clutches when engaged, it also
increases reliability. Next, ATS moves to the transmission pump. This serves two purposes:
circulating fluid and pressurizing it. Our main goal with the pump is to increase its pressure
output ability. By doing this, we can raise pressure throughout the entire transmission, which
takes us to the valve body. The valve body is known as the "control center" of the transmission.
The main thing we are after here is line pressure, which the valve body acts as control. By
increasing line pressure, we have the ability to increase the clamping force that is put on the
clutch packs. Holding them tighter, also drastically increase the torque capacity on the
transmission. Finally we direct our attention to the rest of the transmission. This includes
replacing all bearings and seals with new parts, and replacing the bands as well. The case is
cleaned and painted with a sealed enamel to keep your transmission looking good, and prevent
any type of corrosion. And finally, our deep pan reinforces the case to prevent flexing or
cracking. E4OD Modifications: Low reverse frictions and and steels Forward frictions and
oversized steels with one additional friction and steel added Machined forward pressure plate.
Warranty Information:. This Warranty shall not apply to any automatic transmission that has
been improperly stored or installed This Warranty shall not apply to misapplication, improper
operating conditions, accidents, or neglect. Most importantly, all transmission shafts are not
covered by this Warranty on any transmission due to the capability of certain situations to
cause stress-loads beyond the structural ability of the shaft. It is mandatory for implementation
of this warranty that line pressures are tested at time of install. ATS will not pay for any fluids
replaced in the event of a transmission failure. No Reviews Yet! Overall Rating. Email Address

will not be made public. Send me an email if my review is approved. Customer Photos See what
others built Submit your photo. How much horse power can this transmission hold? View Staff
Answer. Ask a question about this product Please allow up to 1 business day for reply. View
Details. PART :. Part : ATS Having trouble finding your part? Let TPI find the part for you. We
want to hear from you! Please use this form to send us anything regarding your user experience
with TPI. We also welcome any suggestions that you may have, so provide us with as much
information as you can so that we can continue to improve TPI to suit your needs. Refine your
search results. Detailed Detailed View List View. Depew, New York. No photo. Truck Year
Transmission Make Ford. Transmission Model E40D. Truck Make Ford. Ford automatic , model
E40D behind Windsor. Call the following number for the part. Freehold, New Jersey. Good used
take out transmission, has an emergency brake mounted on the back, 4x4 compatible. Ford
transmission E4OD behind 5. Ucon, Idaho. Used take out transmission. Used Take Out 4X4
Transmission. Used Take Out Ford Transmission. Setup for 4x4 but really had a R. Used Take
Out Transmission. Came off of a 5. Used Take The throttle cable linkage on the transmission is
broken as Used Take Out. Whitesville, Kentucky. Peterborough, Ontario. Used takeoff,. Truck
Year Not Available. Used takeoff. Off the back of a 5. Filters x Transmission Make: Ford.
Transmission Make. Transmission Model. Truck Year. Close Update location. Start your free
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Contact phone optional Include your area code. Details What do you like? What could use some
improvements? More Feedback What else do you really like. Allow TPI to use your feedback as
a testimonial. Close Send. Your Name. Email Address. See our previous newsletters Cancel
Subscribe. Call the following number for the part Skip to main content of results for "e40d
transmission pan". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review.
From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:.
Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle.
Amazon's Choice for e40d transmission pan. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Get it as soon as Fri,
Feb Only 1 left in stock more on the way. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Only 9 left in stock order soon. Only 3 left in stock more on the way. FREE Shipping. Only 2 left in stock - order
soon. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 8 left in stock - order
soon. Limited time deal. Mag-Hytec D Transmission Pan. Only 11 left in stock more on the way.
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Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
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